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Abstract
A comparison is made of double focused and quadrupole mass spectrometers by
analytical means. Tlie analysis considers size, weight, and power for both types of
instnimeots at identical resolutions and sensitivity for the same mass number. In
the analysis, both instruments are used with equivalent ion sources having a 10-V
voltage spread. It is shown that with weight and power the bases for compa ►ison,
the double-focused mass spectronieter is the better.
f; 4
M
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L.
Comparative Performance of ['rouble Focused and
Quadrupole Mass Spectroinetcrs
1. Introduction
This analysis is for the lrmrhose of comparing the performance of tlu• d(mb1c fo(-nwd ymadnipole models of flight-
ty!x, mass s1wetronwters. They are co ► mpatvd in siz e , weight, anti 1;over for the same resol ► ition at the same mass nu ► n-
her. Im addition, the voltage ' mechanical stabilit y, and he eficu s of spat• ( • diar a are compared.
The siz(" weight, and grower comparison is basecl on the conditions of egmal s0mve area aid sen Jtivity variations of
not nurre than 40% over the ►nass range.
II. Basic Relationships
A. Double-Focused spectrometer
the basic transfer fmrwhon for thu double focused mass spectrometer, using linear analysis, is giver by
R,,.	 1	 O	 0	 cos O M	 -- 4.v sin 0,11	 0	 1	 0	 ! ► 	 cos 2 0,	 — 2"1 4, sin Ti B,	 ( ►
0„,.	 sin O M 	 sin 2 0,.	 ►^
X	 .—	 1	 11	 -	 cos H ,,,	 1	 —	 1	 U	 - --T-	 cos 2 0, 12	 ^^.►^	 4),,,	 2
u	 0	 0	 O	 0	 0	 0	 ( ► 	 0	 ( ► 	 0	 0	 0
C,,, S111	 0
X	 X.. 4 L' P tan a + r, /3,	 1	 + ►'„ /^, 	 —1
O	 L 1
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V.
-- 
24 --- sin 2" t, B,.	 U
r,.	 I
cos 2' ,2 H,	 J	 1
cos Ti 6,
r,
sin 2 1^j 0,2 „1 u.,
__2"1P r^
L	 sin 2"1 0, -t- cos 2' 6 H,
re
(symn ► etric case) P, _ cos 2' 1 0, — ] /G,
r,,	 2' , sin 2',^  0,
P, _ 1 (1 + cos 2'10,)
r,.	 2	 sin 2"10,
2
where-
I,,, = distance from the magnetic sector tC 1;w
collector slit
P,„, =- di%taroce boween the electric sector to the
magnetic sector
r,	 distance between the object slit and the electric
sector
++„ - angle , of notation for the ions while they are in
tilt- snaglictic field
0, == angle of rotation in the electric sector
= velocity dispersion in the eleciric sc;;iur
= velocity dispersion in the magnet sector
Xw ,	 the transverse velocity at the collector %lit
X.,. = displacement from the! ehotic axis at the
collector slit
u., = velocity of the icons which *,ravel along dic
optic - %ls
n	 the initial angle between the patios of an ion and
the optic axis
I	 radius of thy• optic axis in the electr ic sector
radius of the optic axis in the magnetic sector
Each sector has an object and image distance. The image





— sin 0.,	 c,.
rw
rte,




P I/N P /Ni	 I
if	 P1011	 Pwc
P„,,.	 1 4 cos 0.
r,,,	 sill 0„, (syrnrrn-tric case)
where
P, = object distance for tilt , electric sector
P„	 linage distance for the electric sector
P,,. =- object distance for the magnetic sector
P.,,. - image distance fo; the nnagnetic sector
PP#4	 P„ + P,.,




`cos 2"1 0,	 —2'h 4, sin 2't 0,	 i 1;,,,











tan 2", 0, = 2", P,.; P, 1_
r;:	 2'/2
It	
= —I (symmetric case)
Pei -- Pe	
P„	 cos 2 ' 1^ 0, -- G,
then	 r,	 Ti sin 2'f1 0, -
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	Nj agnetic Sector	 I
	











VIM	 J	 r,„ sin 	 'Fho conditions for a velcxity fmus arc-
-











sin 0" 1 	 n = 0




s 'n Il,,,	 11	 I	 (1	 0	 ^•os 2%H,.	 --	 )r,
^^^ 	 r, sin Ti N,
'^ nor	 1	 (I	 r,,,	 ♦ rn	 --	 cos 24 0	 )L,',,	 '^— 51n ^^„,	 COs 0 176	 I	 __	 1	 ()	 ^^	 ^
	
Ur„	 Li,i	 2", U,n
	
O	 11	 0 \
	
0	 (1	 0	 0	 0	 1)J
(1	 11















cos 2"'1 0, 	 I
- vw, sin 0,,,	 0	 (1	 0	 0	 cos 2% 0,
ros 0 001	 1	 —	 1	 0	 r^ti,„ 	 sill 2% 0,
11
0-
	 0	 (1	 0	 0
1 ► 	 01
X -1 + r,„ /3„, 1
1	 ^1
Xwt( , = R,Gw,r, 1,1 -- G.) +	 (1 - Gm)















X. I MILE = 2 sin` a + (X.,	 D, tan n — r•R)	 + 9r,




rwr	 (I . G,)
G' = —1
rM	 2
The displacement in the olvetric u-(--t:)r is given by
v^
	 C
r, sin 2' y C.
	
2' y vM _
	 cys 2u, B^	 I l
()	 1
V., sin n	 lj
' X„ + 0, tan
1
r;.
2 sin' a + (X„ + P, t an n	 r,/3)=
X sin 2 1y (0, + d,.) + r,13
where
1	 0	 01	 cos 2'1 0,










cos 2' t 0,	 !
0	 11
v„; sin n	 11	 ll










.1 M =	 sin 0m	 cos 0 rrr	 J	 —.—r
V pr	 V M
0
_ r
0	 0 I	 cos 2 Si 0,
1	 ()	 r,




vm fim2'h 0r 	()	 0rr
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	t ► 	
_	 ► 	 1	 0	 U 1	 cos 2% B,
a rot	
0	 0	 r,X	 -1	 r ^,,,
	 c,,,	 2 u sin 2"j H,







U,n sin a	 ()	 I
X	 X,, -+- G ,. tan Q	 —t- r, /j ,•	 1
0	 1
Xm = sin (0. -+ ¢,„) ( P, X„
	
	
r„ sin a + P 2/2 r,,. sin 2' 1 0,)'-' -+ L C,,,, sin a + X. G`n` 2'^ sin 2` , B,	 1( r„
l
+ 3 (rm 4 C,, 2 11 sin 2"1 0 :	 ( + rm/3
where
Qi,,, sill a + X. (Pi ", 2 % sin 2", ©, -- 1) + N ( rm + Qim 
2'12 




- 2'/^ X, - rm sin a + /3 2% r,,, sin P2
X. 	 2',t X„ - r,,, sin a + P P2 rm sin 2%, N,) 2 + C P i,n sin a + X ,1 P i 
P, sin Va B, - 1 1
max	 L	 \	 /
1
.1
+ fj ( rm + Q im 21/2iim 2 1/1 0 1 ) ` ^ + /3rm
The ionic path length along the optic axis is given by 	 Magnetic Sector
Electric Sector	 Ym = Bm + (Pi. + C,,,, )/rm
rm
Y,







- I  - G, + 2cos 2% 6, 1G,	 /	 Fer the s ),mmetric case
Be +	 2% sin 2'/20,
G 'n = -1
For the symmetric case	 Ym	 2 (1 + cos Bm)
rm = 
em + — 
sin ©.
G, _ - 1
The total ionic path length is given by
Y,	 2%( 1 +cos 2 i 8,)
=8 1 +—^ 	 -	 Yt=Y,+Ymr,	 sin 2% B,











/3., 1	 0 J
r-
u,,,
1 — Cos 0„ 









sin 0 n,	 0	 0
rn,
COs
0	 0 	 1
For the symmetric sectors
YJ2 (1 + cos 0,x) 2 (1 + cos 24 0,)
r^ = B, +0. +	
sin 0,„	 + 24 sin 24 0,
Tlie mass dispersion is given by
For the svmmetric case
Dm I — Om
m
11e dispersion that would allow a mass range am to be
transmitted through the exit slit is given by
D,,,r,,, = X, + X„ G





_ 2 (I I --- Gm ) rm
X. + X„G
m	 2 ( 1 — Grn) rm




G,, — — I
M _ 1 r„,
Om 2 X.
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The force equations for the quadnipole mass spectrom-
eter are:
mz + 2e— (V. Cos .,t + Va) X = 0
r2
my — ^ (VW cos .,t + V,) ) y = 0
These eynations can h,• transformed to give
d2X









The maxinium entry radius for parailel rays that would





The maxiniotn t , ntry angle, at r, = 0, \% Bich wmild allov,





Vt = Axial energy of the ions
C. Focused - Beam Transmission Through en Aperture
When a beam of charged particles is demagnified and
focused on an aperture : the thermal energies of the par-
ticles establish a limit to the amount of eurrent that is




"The first stability zone for the quadrupole is given by
0 < q < 0.92




The resolution is given by the following:
na	 0.75
,gym 	 1 — y
yuiax
The ions must be in the dynamic field for a number of
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I., = current densit y at the ionization plane
r3 = G sin 0
G = magnification
0 = maximum angle that the io ns can have with
respect to the optic axis at the image plane
_ eV
4>	 kT
V = potential at the iniage plane
e = electronic charge
k = Boltzmann's constant
T = absolute temperature
The limit of this expression, as G -* 0, is given by




The magnification factor preKhWing a current density






(:= sin- B < < 1




A. = area of the objective aperture





kT ) sin'= ll = A
The current density for an aperture that is a rectangular
slit is given by
J. = 1r 'erf (/3-$/( 1 — 8-))!`i
+ t3e• [1— erf (4)/(1— f31))112]]/G
where erf x is equal to
2	 r
_	 exp —112 duIJ
1.
The limit for this expression, for G —* 0 is given by
/ eV '^2
1.. = IH ;^ ( k7.	 sin H
since













7 lds value of ciirrent density is 74.51, of the maximum









kT / sill — T,
D. Feld - Free Transmission Through a Channel
The thennal distrikition is given by
el ► e	 III) exp —mvi2kT (1v:
2-k1'
V ;	 v,,, tan a:
v,,,	
Be
r„, Be	 (magnetic sector)
M
r,,,Be	 r';,,e-B- tan a,
do = (2,.mkT)'i elm (	 2mkT	 d tan «:
Let
m ' `=
Ti	 ( k7') v'
= r,,,Be tan az /(mkT)'/2
n = (2, 	 exp — u/2 du
where it is the particle density which is assenned to be uni-
form over the object slit.
The relative transmission is given by
_ nd z
T, - —0„
where V„ is the length of the object slit.
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T 1, . L eVm _G;1 sin" ^. U 1 — G' sin n,as
T ,
 = 0 r^ ^^^` r	 e "'/- du A
27r J 
E. Stutically-Focused Beam Transmission
Through a Channel





tan a . _=	 P
1 ^,
P.1 U
.^ 2 sin ^r.z` eVm J
eVm)P` ( U '
F. Magnet Size
It is assumed that `.he cross-sectional area of the mag-
net is equal to the cross-sectional area of the magnetic
analyzer.
L„ili„t = f ; P „ B
z i — z










11 ' _	 M_	
v „, tan a ,T)
The transmission efficiency is more than 84% when
u/2'/2 a 1















tan «,,, ^ ^ Vin (m
	
z; -- P„/2	 2", ( kT )'/2
in
P„ = 4z;
Since the same criteria can be used for a point source with
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where
L,,, = length of the magnet
A,,,= area of the magnet
P, = length of the air gap
Aq = area of the air gap
f, = mmF leakage factor
j 1 = flux leakage factor
H,. = field intensity of the magnet
B,,,= flux density of the magnet
9
at
G. Width of the Sectors
g, = spacing Between parallel boundaries




This limit is necessary to prevent excessive fringing and
to provide a homogenous magnetic and/or electric field.
I-Aegrating along the line x = y,
ds = L 2", dx
J 
• E • di = V„
^'°C = 4E„	 L24x2",A
r„
4E„ L





I. Power Consumption in a Dynamic Field
The average energy that is stored in an electric field is
giver 1 by




The static potential between the rod pairs is given by
V„ (Y	 x'-')V =-	
rZ0




f E • dP
2V„
E _- V, (ix — ly)
E = 2r ° (xt + y2)"
= 2V0 (^+ Y.^tx
	
ro \	 x-
ds = L (idx + jdy)
/
=LI1+ ct-dz dx
L = length of the rods
Pd = average dissipated power
P', = 2 X Vw/Q
J. Number of Dynamic Cycles an Ion Experiences
The number of cycles of the dynamic potential that an




v- = axial velority
L.
n	 II/ 2W, l2-
\ m
III. Size and Weight
A. Double-Focused Spectrometer
The z-axis transmission determines the length of the
magnet air gap. The smallest angle exist for the exit side
of the magnetic analyzer.
10	 JPL TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM 33-456










"-, sin 2''`i N,	 t	 (fm +	 sin Nm	 nl














P	 2” 'sin 2'F1 N,	 \ eV,,, /	 °'	 sin N m	 \ eVm
( i 	(1„ )	 (	 I — 




1	 e V ,rl
C —	 + Cos r )






„^	 „,	 = rrr, —v = —V
m	 ► r^








Ti (I + cos Ti 0,)
sin 2",0,




where G. = G.1 = —1.
The syrnmctric cases are used since they provide the shortest ionic path lengths. The second order alpha correction
can be made by curved entrance and exit boundaries at the magnetic sector.
2(2)"if2	
n	
2'/2(1 + cos 2% 9e)	 (1 + cos Om)
Pg	 a B,,,(kT ,,)^^ ( Mn1III) 
^^ ( 





2'h (1 + cos 2 ,2 0,)
^, = Be +	
sin 2'^ -, N,
1 + cos Nm
^m =Nm+
sin 0,n
4)me — 4)e + (Prn
mn =mass of the hydrogen atom
Pg 
= 2 (2)", f2 (kTmh )" (M max"' Mme
e B,,,
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The weigl ► t of the niagnet is given by
1t ^, = c ,,,rc„1
where
d,,, = density of the magnet material
11. -- volume of the magnet
U.	 L,,, (( r„I + XM) 2 -- (r,, — XH)21 0Y2
Lnl O A/ (4X r) r...
(Im = 2L,„ (3P 9 ) ©_,c r,,,
= 6 J
I	 Bn, 
P=, X1 11 r„I
f2	 Ht?,
= 6 
f 1	 Bn l
B,,
	
; 0,	 itP 2X, MIII:IAf_













e B,„ sin a P„Xo_(2X„Mmax)
f2 (kTmh)”" (M..x)'i 2%





A, f2 (kTmh )'	 4
X° — (24 e B„, sin a P„ (M...)%
4 (2)'^ 2 (kTmh )'^ 2 f 2 M „x ^TMI
Do =	 e 
B,„
12
W.,	 ©Yd,n 12 
t' B. 
MII1..
A. f, (k_Tmh )4	 ty
P^X 21i ' e B,. sin a 2 P M	 )p ( nu,a)^
	
f ,	 13/1,„	 / A, f, (kTm4 )% %
	
f2 H.	 illdl	 216/ C ll,„ sit) Q	 u	 ,nil




` A f „^k T'rm h )'ti\ %
1/2XM;,;;x 4 (`) 40 = (kTmh);'/• M-3/4max
n,
	
IV,,, = 24 B Yd,„ f:	
An
( 11111 ),Us  2111 (sin^,>
„	
)
X — ^^ Urrih AP/2
	
(eB.)'	 nla't
If z-axis focusing; is used, dic following conditions are
valid:
D„	 2P9
The magnet weight becomes
(W.)i =- 48 (2)31, dn, f l \ B),
A'/2 f .1/2 Af  i. (mhkT)°•'4 jp „.X 0'.	 „_	 11131[
	
((l1	 (sin n)^i: p,i: B ^  esi^n	 m
(W.)i _ 2 ( 2)'” .4, n;- f,1/2 M ^i1 4 (mhkT)1/4




















f- ) ( kT ►► I0 44 (M,,,,..)'^ ^,,„ J 5
	
e B,,,	 J
X„ —	 u„	 Ills%
2- sin a




,	 ' t , t , , ^. Af
rm	 2'4 si n
 
.Y




The half width of the elt•c•tric • plates z,, Insist be large
enough to prevent ion capture; therefore,
The radial extent of the electric sector Ar is given by
Ar=2X, Viz,
F___  4 f, —	 3
LW.
if z-axis focusing is ii ed
z, = V.
IAr= 3P„
1'he ion path length is given by
Y Yr + Ym
— z,	 2
2	
P	 + r,9,	 P „n + r.0,Pe	 r + Pri
P„	 1 —	 P,,
	
Z' — 2 [	 P, + P,; + r,.9,. + P im + r„,H,„ J
z,n P r
+ Q,+
 Pei +rro, +Vim+rm9m
2 
(V, i + re9e + f in, + r,„9 m l + zmQr
P, + P,; + r,9, + P; m + rn.9r
P„ = 4z„,
[2 (P,i + r,9, + Pi. + r,„9m) + id
ze 
= z„l (P, + P e{ + r,9e + P ; m + rm9m)
	
r 	 P,; + r,9e + Pi,„ +rm9m l




Z' = Zito I +
^mr
2 111 f- (Umh)%(M...)''^ C^mr + 1 ^'e + 4)nZ' —
	 2eBn,
2' ` j 3
ze —
	 f.. (l,Tl ► II,)'^ (Mtnsx)'^ 2 4)e + 4"meB,,,
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( 4)e + 2 4)m) r,,,
1A.
	
'^ 	 ('1', + 24)m)
2) , ” (
	 M.1”
sill (Y) 	 (Q^mr)'^
B. Qeladrupole Spectrometer
For the quadrupole, the size and weight are influeficed
by the power consumption. Typically, instruments on a
space flight mission are given a weight penalty that is
related to the power c•onsuumption. For a given weight-to-
power penalty, an optiminnized design can be made. It is
for this reason that the power equations must be estab-




E„L q^r'W	 , M inx8Qe-
L(j) —^3.5M'AIl -	 //	 ^
2^(mV,^
13
The power can be r't • lawd to the It • ngti, by
t )1*j
u
P,, 2 , 2
 2 E„ (in,,
	 Al/
X (2-7)=(2.5)- ,11,,.4. k7' L, A^ 1






E„ L q =r,'ntti ^1;^,,,, (3.5 ) :' (2^;" (2eV,/mh)5/'
^+	 8Q e'L.,
= 2 . 2' =
 ^^ fit 0, l ^I	 L) t:3.5) 2 V /Z A/^^,,,,
6
From the expression for tl:c liiniting current density, tilt. 	
T'hc wciglit of tilt• rolls is giv( . 11 by





A. eV : sin = UA.
	 kT
err; eV, sin= ()
A. _ -- k 7.




(2.7) 1-' (2.5) = Afl2t M . 4e kT
qr;,mil,„
4 (2.7) = (2.5) = AI ... j,,, kT
7r gr,!mh (3.5) !-' (27r) = 2eV,
4 (2.7) = (2.5)' Af, x kT L2M1'
_	 r egrI (3.5)- -'V,
(2.7) = (2.5)'-' Af,,,,,, kT L-
where
r,, = radius of t be rods
r,,	 1.1x5 r„
The weight plus the %%eight penalty is }riven by
3V =- 4k, -ff 1, (1.32) r0 + k,1',,
where
k, = density of the rod material
V = weight to power penalty
2.7 (2 5 M' kT '/ AIV	 4k - 1.32	 ) ,^ ) m,=Ax (	 )	 L_
k._ 2' c q V:1^_ Af' kT ("2.7)^ (2.5) =+	 A
a_
W a, L- -4- L:
(fly	 2a,L-2 .., =0
m _
MAm	 R,.:
(2.7)- (2.5) 2 Aj ", ", kT L-
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IV. 'Voltages w1k,-re
A. 3ouble-Focused Spectrometer MR _ M nrax
Af rn l n
V,,, f 2m
!'he voltage on the electric sector plates is given by
_	 B;:rr;' e
(Vm)min f2mhMma, Ve -= 2 V,n In r'
r,
B  A.
2f m,, ► 1,,,,, = 4 sin a
B,,e A,
( Vm)min — 4f nj,, sin a (1,m,
rc + Or




4f m h sin a d , ,„, llf m n
B,,,eA" Rf R(Vn1)m°` — 









k. \ 1/4 2 4F1/4	 8 114 y3/4 Al J/ 4 ' kT)'/'
k,	 (mhe)'le	 Qt 4 7r3i6n..
	
21/2 
(2.7) 1 / 2
 (2.5)'x' Aa4
1.	 7F1/41/4	 s/4	 "	 11•
	
(1.32)	 (2.7) 	 12..)	 rf^, a ^1 ^" (kT)	
A'/'2 1ia gtie,r3^e yin—(3.5)1/4 e1/&
t^. ( k '1 1 ^ 2s/. E^,. y4/. y:" ^f ^;:, ( kT)''"	 t/• ^
	
^ r	 ,.
k, J	 (mh)'/' Q 11 ' 7r 6/8 (1.32)1/4	 (2.7)	 (:. 5)	 A.
(2.7) 12 (2.5)'/' hf^r^:, (kT ) 1I4 Al/ 4 	 (3.5) ' i • (k: /k1 )1/" 2v/14 E ^^r qs/1e V1/4 M n'aLr„ =
	 (e)1^4 q1/4 (3.'3) 1 ' 7r e/4 y 1/4	 X	 2'/' (mh)v1e Q115 '5/14 (1.32)'/•	 - (2.7) 1 /' (2.5) ' % ' A."' (kT)'i11
^2.7)'/' (2.5)'''" ( 3 .$)1/e 2a/1e E0/" A 5 /1e M y l#1 (kj /k 1 ) 1i " (U)^/1rr
ro _ --
	 (1.32)1/" g1/1e Q"e 7r 17/16 (m h )1nn e1/4
Irk, (1.32) (2.7) 5/' (2.5)"/ 4 (3.5)1/' 2v/" f , I 1 /4 q:'" Af" ^. (k1/k1)'/4 ( kT )n/eW. __ A, (1.32)r$L =	 (1.32)1/4 q I/& Q114  17,6 ( mh)' /e el /2
2°/"(3.5)1/4 (k2/k^)1/,, Z^! e1 /. q"^ hr 's" M°^:r (kT) tie (2.7) ' x• (2.5) 1 / . A."
X	
(1.32) 1/4 (m)"" Q1/4 ir-/e
(3.5) 1x ' (1.32)' x ' (k,k :,)'/ 2 q1/. (2.7) ' x ' (2.j) "tEn/z 21a/4 y:" ^f It-' (kT) ai4 A; /4
IV, _	 Tr 14/6 ( M h) '/4 Q'/4
4
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_4f  (sill it k- 1 1-1n, ^' 1 . / ,.1. ((3 2) gyp. + /1,.1 ] ^',,,
3c•4,,,
((V. 1 	 (^IM )/11111
	
) /11111)r	 — -r
B. Quadrupole Spectrometer
)^.V
3.5 (2.	 ^ ^T)	 .11 2
( illh
1/{	 1i• u," 
9 :_4 q316 V112
  
AtH:; ( k7-)' / "	 1/{	 1/• ./.(3.5)	 (k:. 'k1)
	
2	 (111~) 1 Q'/{ 7r'' /" (1.32)'/+ (2.7)	 (2.5)	 A,
qIII rS&,Volt	
4e
3.5 27r	 ?c'%'	 'i
11	 ( 1111 /
(3.5) .1 / , (2,^) (7r)°/' (1.32)' % ' Q' ' (2c) '; ^ ( k ,; k^)' /'
(2.7),/,(2.5) 1/4 21 ,;h A:, /h (kT') 1 • A M EI /^ A/^^^:,m ,
(U)"
ym^.1/....1. (3.5) :, / e (27r)^ 7r8 / { (1.32)1/. QI/t 2C 2 (k„ k_)'/	 (2.7)11// ( .7 .5)"/ ' (3.5) 1 / 4 2 9/" E;/• A /" Al"' (k: /kl )'1•	 214
4e (2.7)'/' (2.S)'/ 2!0 1 c1' /1(kT) 1 /{ A,/ , ell. Al^/N /4	 :1	
X	 (1.32)1/, [I1-" QIJ• X 17/6 f 41 /h e112	 —
4/h 1/8 	 7/{ Q	 9/{ /	 ^/{ C)	 1, 1	 7!h	 1	 1	 ", h	 1/4
VIII --
U (3.5)	 (2.7)	 ,2.5)	 (---)' Q	 (kT)	 mh A, AI ;I,w. ( k . /k,)
4e 1 /` 7r' /"
V. Power
A. Double-Focused Spectrometer
I he power that is cunsuined by the analyzer supply is given by
V,,,
R I„
where . R. is the resistance of the divider string that is across the analyzer supply.
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These variat;ons produce a Tilt in the mass calibration;
however, the resolutions would not suffer unless they are
pr(Ouced by a higl1-fre ► lueucy noise source.
If the voltage on the clectric sector does not follow the
scan voltage, the velocity fix-using would suffer. This
wo ► ild result in a resolution redaction.
The displacement at the object slit which would be
produced by a lack of tracking in the electric sector is
given by
X,,,,.
	 2/3,r, + 2/3111r,,,
Let
(3, _ 13m ^ aft
X,,,, = 2A/3r, + 2/3,,, (r,„ – r,)
if
r,„ = r,
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I	 sNminetric electric
4Al,,,.,	 (an(l magnetic sectors)
symmetric electric






r ►► 	 y
1 -
Yleeee%
where is the ratio of the static to the dynamic potentials
am
yell.. – y – Ay = 7.5),111.. m
S (Ay)	 0.75 S (Am)
yell;,.	 m


























This variation effects the stabilih- of the inass calibra-
tion; lio%%-ever, it the variation is caused by high-frequency
noise the resolution would suffer.






Imw-frequency drifts would prodiie v a shift in the mass
calibration, but a 160h - frequency mexlnlation .vould re-
duce the resoliitimi.
The frequency variation s1widd be less than
Ow	 1
--G—=10"
so that the power consumption does not bectmie excessive.
Even when the frequency is highly stabilized the center
frequency of the res0 iiant secondary circuit must be stable,
even though the rod \ oltage is regulated, because the dis-
sipated power would become excessive.
8 (.1r) _	 I	 %% iiiiiietric electric
.11'	 4,111,,.,.	 (and inaOne • ticullut )rs)
Y
	
2 - —	 wtnint-tric electric•
	
r,	 l







This is the tolerance for the rods. The' tolerance for the









center frequency	 A. Double-Focused Spectrometer	 0
	P.	 dissipated power	 at the center frequency
VII. Mechanical Tolerance
A. Double-Focused Spectrometer
The electric sector has the most severe tolerance re-









Ve 	 4A1 111a x
The effects of space charge occur over the entire ion
Lath; however, the greatest effect is at the collector slit.
As the ions converge to the collector slit tl;e mutual repul-
sion produces a divergence force, instead of the forma-
tion of a crossover at the collector slit, a waist would be
formed. The dimensions of the waist will be calculated.
17 - Er = P/E(,
where p is the space charge density.
The space charge density is assumed to be constant over
the dimension x until the edge of the beam is reached. The
space charge is assumed to be infinite in the y and z direc-
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a cv a-v
FT + ay- — P /EoA	 ely
4 — ad y	 4 111: E„V in
where






Hz n,E c `m
y = '/l rm/)m + • mr
- A pv,,,
A = (2x) (2z.)
1
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2' ! B '2' , (kT )"-, a E„ A.
1 =	
On. 1 + cos OMM1,1 M3;?x sin a — +2	 tiin /),,,
B. Quadrupole Spectrometer
'I'lie space charg(- in the (Iiiadrupole analyzer is assumed
to be constant through the region of the quadnipole field
,
E.








This potential adds to the static potential on one pair of
rods, while it subtracts from the static potential on the
other rod pair. For this reason the effect of the space
charge potential is considered to be a change in the ratio -y-
(
0 ”'	 cos ().— G,,,





r ,, , S (nth/e) M t11ax"'111 E 0 B 3rm (e/mh)'
4M,,,ax e M3,ax
(
0 101 + Cos ©,,, — G,.
	
2	 sin 8,,,
1 _ _	 grit in ,,, E0 e2
` f)m
	
Cos B m — G,,,
f° m1' (2 +	 sin H	 Minax
-Y VI) 
—V`= 
VI) — V 
=Y„-8yV.	 V. V.









-q ( ,) - ui"C 2; (0 .07 5) yn.;,,
q,;. ( ??I_ ) A^„,a.
(ith
	 1
E,, 7rq (V..)'/ 2 (0.075),/,,,;,,, (3.5) :,x_ (27.) = . '' (1.32) 1x_
 ^' I ' (	 ) (k,!k_)'1'
2'—^ At^,:x (2.7)1 , (2.5)1/12 0/4 q :, + (kT)' I+ A1,/' E,'. / 4 M.,/' m;;"
x (2.7) ,/+ 1-9.5) 5/4 (3.5) 1,+ 211,.E1i4 A;;/^ M9/h ( k:/k l )1/+ (kT)',I"
(1.32),,+ ql/ " Q114 7r,7/8 ,m1/8 ell'-'I,
,^" q l i" 2:,,^ " (2
.7) :, ^+ (2.5) :, { ( 3.5) ,+ Q v+ (0.075) y, ar (V;)`^` (1.32)i/+ \
in h
/,,,;, Y = 2.56 X I0 "A
Sy
IX. Conclusions
When the quadrupole mass spectrometer is compared
with a double -foc ►tsed mass spectrometer and both instru-
ments are used \%'ith egiilvalent ion sources. wldch Dave a
voltage spread of P)V, the quadnlpole has about twice the
weight and maxii.nim power.The sizes of the t\vo types are
about the same. The maxinnlm dynamic voltage for the
quadrupole mass spectrometer is less than the static volt-
age for the double-focused mass spectrometer. The maxi-
mum ion currant for the quadrupole is about four times
that of the double-focused instrument; however, the ion
source suffers before the ion ctirrew limit is reached for
either instntment.
The voltage stability and mechanical tolerance are
about the same for both instnlments. With %veight and
power the bases for a comparison, the donhle-focused
instrument seems to he the better.
A comparison of the quadrupole with the double-focused
mass spectrometer is presented in Table 1. In th;s table,
the weight of the donhle-focused instrument is the magnet
weight only %virile the weight of the quadrupole is the
weight of the foll y rods, only. The weight of the vacnnm
envelope for the double-focused instrnn ent should be
considerably less than that of the quadnlpole, since it is
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Table 1. Comparison of spectrometers
Double focused Quadrupole




Parameter 1 10 100 200 1000 1 10 100 200 1000
Weight 0.001 0.037 1. 0 3.2 3.5 0.001 0.058 2.9 9.5 160 lb
Power 1.44 1.44 1.44'" 5.76 ` 1.44" "Moss range; 0.0024 0.116 5.8 19.6 320 W
X	 10 ' X 10 X 10 X 10 X 10' R,,,	 10 ohms
Length 0.427 1.34 4.28 6.6 13.8 3.5 r„ 0.334 1.4 57 8.9 24 in.
Width 0.244 0.77 2.44 3.46 7.2 2 r. 0.156 0.56 2.06 3.03 7.26 2r., (1	 +	 2 X	 1.15) in.
Thickness 0.215 0.675 2.15 3.09 6.7 L. + to 0.1 56 0.56 2.06 3.03 7.26 2x..11	 +	 2 X	 1.15) in.
Voltage 1.2 1.1' 1.2" 2.4 1.2 Mast range 8.7 63 460 830 3300 V
X 10' X 10" X 104 X	 10' X 10,
Frequency - - - - - 18 4.2 1 0.65 0.24 MHz
Maximum 2.66 2.A 7.66 2.72 2.43 2.6
ion current X 10 " X 10 X 10 .9 X 10' X	 10 1" X 10 A
8	 8	 4	 8Voltage 1.5 2.5 2.3 1.2 2.5 0.08
stability X 10 ' X	 10 ' X 10 -2 X	 10 ' X 10 ' X 10 '	 X 10 '	 X 10 '	 X 1^. A V/ V
Mechanical
 2.5 2.5 2.3 1.2 2.5 2.S 2.5 1.2 2.5
L	 tolerance X 10 ' X 10 ' X 10'' X10 '
[ 2.5
 10 ' X 10 X 10 _ X 10 X 10 " X 10'
Ad/d
L
much smaller: however, the combined weight of the mag-
net yoke, and the vacminz housing may be about equal to
the weight of the quadnipole housing.
There are some technig tws that can be used t'^1' reduce
Ole weight that is presented in Table 1 for both of the
instruments. For the double-focused instrument, --axis
focusing can be used which wotdd allow a longor object
slit. With are object slit four times as long, the weight of
the magnet could be reduced by a factor of two. The maxi-
Inlrin voltage would be reduced by a factor of 4, xhile the
power wou'd be reduced by a factor of 16. The rninimnm
voltage would be reduced by a factor of 4 so that it would
become 30 K To further reduce the maximum voltage anti
power for a large mass range, two different radiii can be
used. This can be accomplished by using two collectors
nr by usin g; a smaller angle of rotation and radius of cuma-
tllre for the lighter masses, so that they are focused to the
saint , collector. In the latter case, a suppressor potential
would be aluplied to the beams so that the y could be gated
with it radius reduction b y a factor of -f and the power by a
factor of 16. The resohltionl of the ion heam that has the
smaller radius would be less, hit for the lighter masses
a smaller resolution would be adequate.
For the quadnupole instrument, the weight of the rods
could be reduced by removing material from the center of
the rods. The maximum ID of the reds would 'be deter-
mined by the required mechanical stability, iii particu-
lar the stiffness requlired for the grinding process. it is
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expected that the weight of the rods could be reduced
by 2.5 percent by the removal of material at the center
of the rod. It may be possible to construct the rods of some
lighter material. such as nietalized ceramic.
For the analysis of the O uadnil ale in.strtmwnt, a par-
ticular mission was fused. That mission had a weight-to-
power penalty of '-i Ib/W. To minimize the effective
weight, the actual weight was made to be equal to the
weight penalty. For different missions the weigltt penalty
may be different so that a difference design would be
retltlired to obtain the minimum effective weight.
The double-focused instrument requires the maxintllnl
power at the minimur 1 mass number; therefore, with the
primary emphasis on 'he maxinnnn mass number, the
maximum power consumption is a function of mass range
and no: the maximum mass number. For this reason, a
I eight-to-power penalty was not used for the design;
ho­,vever, if the mass range is large it should be used.
The symmetrical double-focused instniment has the
least weight and the largest ion current; therefore, the
design that is presented in Table 1 is based on a symmetri-
cal electric and magnetic sectors. The angle of bo th sectors
was taken to be 90 0 , since this angle provides the -hortest,
or very nearly the shortest, ion path length; however, a
reduction in the magnet weight by a factor of two could
be obtained by using a smaller angle for the magnetic
sector with an increase in the ion path length.
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